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GENERAL PROMOTIONAL SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

>> Twitter

Not able to join us in #VietNam for the #GEFAassembly? #GEFLive with @Connect4Climate & @TheGEF is your door to a global discussion on ideas and solutions needed to protect our #GlobalEnvironment. More info: [https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q](https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q) [Add GEFLiveGeneralCard]

Countries are stepping up their #environmental actions by greening economies, but more needs to be done to achieve the #ParisAgreement & #GlobalGoals. How? Join the discussion with #GEFLive in #VietNam @Connect4Climate & @theGEF >> [https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q](https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q) #GEFAassembly [Add GEFLiveGeneralCard]

To get on the right path to a better and safer future we need to address the drivers of environmental degradation. How? Join LIVE conversations at the #GEFAassembly through @Connect4Climate media zone - #GEFLive. Know more: [https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q](https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q) [Add GEFLiveGeneralCard]

“My dream is to make the #GlobalCommons your business, everybody’s business.” - @NaokolshiiGEF. How can we achieve @theGEF CEO’s dream? Join us at the #GEFAassembly and #GEFLive June 26-28 in #VietNam: [https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q](https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q) #GEFAassembly [Add Naoko Ishii video]

It’s time for business, governments and civil society to turn up #ClimateAction! Join @Connect4Climate live-streamed interviews on Facebook w prominent world leaders, thinkers and innovators at the #GEFLive in #VietNam >> [https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q](https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q) #GEFAassembly [Add GEFLiveGeneralCard]

How can we address our planet’s most urgent environmental problems? Share ideas and solutions at the #GEFLive June 26-28, in #VietNam. See how: [https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q](https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q) #GEFAassembly [Add GEFLiveGeneralCard]

Hear world leaders @mbachelet, President of Guyana, David Granger, @President_Heine, @ebrdsuma, Takehiko Nakao @ADB_HQ and more at #GEFAassembly on how we can address pressing global environmental issues: [https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q](https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q) #GEFLive

@mbachelet, President of Guyana, David Granger, @President_Heine, @ebrdsuma, Takehiko Nakao @ADB_HQ and more will be at #GEFAassembly to find new ways to protect Mother #Earth. See how you can join the @TheGEF & @Connect4Climate: [https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q](https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q) #GEFLive

Leaders in the #sustainability community - @PaulPolman, Cristiana Pasca Palmer, @HoffmanAndy, @Walmart’s Laura Phillips & others highlight the state of the #GlobalCommons and how to take action & achieve the #SDGs. Read: [http://bit.ly/2MdA5kK](http://bit.ly/2MdA5kK) #GEFLive #GEFAassembly
It's time for business, governments and civil society to scale up action, to protect our Global Commons, manage climate change, and achieve the Sustainable Development Goals! June 26-28 join @Connect4Climate at the #GEFAssembly through the #GEFLive, a media zone for live-streamed interviews on Facebook with prominent world leaders, thinkers and innovators. Find out more: https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q

Prominent government, business, and civil society leaders, thinkers and innovators will be in Vietnam, June 25-28, to discuss our planet’s most urgent environmental problems and find ways to solve them. Be part of this global discussion with #GEFLive - the #GEFAssembly digital media zone for attendees and online participants to dig deeper into various topics >> https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q

The #GEFLive media zone will host a series of live-streamed interviews with prominent government, business and civil society leaders, thinkers and innovators at the #GEFAssembly, June 26-28. Join the discussions, take action to protect our #GlobalCommons, solve climate change and achieve the SDGs. >> https://bit.ly/2J23b8Q
DAILY SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

**June 26**

09:30/10AM: *Inclusive Climate Action: Inequality and Climate Change.*
Mark Watts, Executive Director, C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: @MarkWatts40 @c40cities tells how addressing climatechange can help creating a sustainable future for all. new research: Watch: [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssembly [Add Mark Watts Card]

>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group’s executive director Mark Watts explains how can we tackle climate change by reducing inequality.
#GEFAssembly #GEFLive

10/10:30AM - *Can the world be powered with renewable energy or is that a dream?*
Milou Beerepoot, Regional Technical Specialist - Energy and Climate Change Mitigation, UNDP

>> Twitter

Can the world be powered with #renewableenergy or is that a dream? A LIVE conversation with Milou Beerepoot from @UNDP >> [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssembly #GEFLive [Add Milou Beerepoot Card]
10:30/11AM: **Natural resources: the foundation of economic opportunity and human well-being. How can we protect them?**

Andrew Steer, President and CEO, World Resources Institute (WRI)

11/11:30AM- **Smart Cities: What role do International Organizations play in building inclusive, resilient and sustainable communities**

Anna Wellenstein, Director of Strategy and Operations, Social, Urban, Rural, and Resilience (SURT) Global Practice, World Bank

**Facebook**

Can the world be powered with renewable energy or is that a dream? LIVE from #VietNam with UNDP Regional Technical Specialist - Energy and Climate Change Mitigation, Milou Beerepoot. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

**Twitter**

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: @AndrewSteerWRI @WorldResources discusses how natural resources are the foundation of economic opportunity and human well-being. How do we protect them? [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssembly

**Facebook**

LIVE from #VietNam: Andrew Steer, President and CEO of the World Resources Institute on the topic “Natural resources: the foundation of economic opportunity and human well-being. How can we protect them?” #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

**Twitter**

Watch LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: interview with Anna Wellenstein @WorldBank to discuss #SmartCities: the role of international organizations play in building inclusive, resilient and sustainable communities >> [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssembly

**Facebook**

LIVE from #VietNam: Anna Wellenstein, Director of Strategy and Operations, Social, Urban, Rural, and Resilience (SURT) Global Practice, @WorldBank, discusses smart cities: the role that international organizations play in building inclusive, resilient and sustainable communities. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive
11:30/12PM: How can we protect the Amazon rainforest?
Rosa Lemos, CEO, FunBio

How can we protect the #Amazon rainforest? Watch LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam with Rosa Lemos from @funbio. [Add Rosa Lemos Card]

>> Twitter

>> Facebook

1/1:30: Food production: one of the major concerns and contributors of climate change.
Nithi Nesadurai, President, Environmental Protection Society Malaysia (EPSM)

LIVE from #VietNam: How can we protect the Amazon rainforest with Rosa Lemos from FunBio. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

1:30/2PM: Strategic mobilization of climate finance
Axel van Trotsenburg, Development Finance VP, World Bank

Watch LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam @AxelTrotsenburg @WorldBank discusses “Strategic mobilization of #climate finance” [Add Axel van Trotsenburg Card]

>> Twitter

>> Facebook

“Strategic mobilization of #climate finance” >> LIVE from #VietNam with World Bank’s Development Finance VP, Axel van Trotsenburg. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive
2:00/2:30PM: How do we redefine growth in the 21st century?
Martin Stuchtey, Founder and Managing Partner, Systemiq

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: @MRStuchtey @SYSTEMIQ_Ltd on how we redefine growth in the 21st century. Watch here: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAsssembly [Add Martin Stuchtey Card]

2:30/3:00PM: How can we mobilize climate finance to protect the Pacific region?
Roshan Cooke, Regional Climate and Environment Specialist for Asia Pacific Region on Asian Peatlands, IFAD

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: @roshancooke @IFADnews on how we can mobilize climate finance to protect the Pacific region. Watch here: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAsssembly [Add Roshan Cooke Card]

3 /3:30PM: Can we achieve the SGS14 targets by 2020?
Peter Thomson, UN Special Envoy on Oceans, UN

.New @ThomsonFiji @UN is now LIVE with #GEFLive in #VietNam to answer the question: Can we achieve the #SGS14 targets and protect our oceans by 2020? http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAsssembly #SaveOurOcean [Add Peter Thomson Card]

LIVE from #VietNam: UN Special Envoy on Oceans, Peter Thomson, tells us how we can protect our ocean. #GEFAsssembly #GEFLive
3:30/4PM: *The war on plastic pollution. What is the world doing to #BeatPlasticPollution?*
Erik Solheim, Executive Director, UN Environment

>> Twitter

The war on plastic pollution. What is the world doing to #BeatPlasticPollution? LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam with @ErikSolheim @UNEnvironment. Join: [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssembly [Add Erik Solheim Card]

>> Facebook

“The war on plastic pollution. What is the world doing to #BeatPlasticPollution?” discussed LIVE from #VietNam with Erik Solheim, Executive Director, UN Environment. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

4/4:30PM: *What needs to be done to address the planet’s most urgent environmental problems and achieve the SDG’s.*
Cristiana Pasca Palmer, Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) UN

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: What needs to be done to address the planet’s most urgent environmental problems and achieve the #SDG’s w/ Cristiana Pasca Palmer @UNBiodiversity >> #GEFAssembly [Add Cristiana Pasca Palmer Card]

>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: Cristiana Pasca Palmer, Executive-Secretary of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) talks about what needs to be done to address the planet’s most urgent environmental problems and achieve the SDG’s. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

4:30/5PM: *How can feed the world sustainably?*
Sunny Verghese, Executive-Secretary, Olam International

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: How can we feed the world sustainably?” Watch Sunny Verghese @Olam on this subject: [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssembly [Add Sunny Verghese Card]

>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: listen Sunny Verghese, Olam International Executive-Secretary explaining how can we feed the world sustainably. GEFAssembly #GEFLive
5/5:30PM: Gender and climate: how does climate change impacts gender equality?
Bernadette P. Resurreción, Senior Research Fellow, Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI)

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: “#Gender and #Climate: how does climate change impacts gender equality?” Join us for a conversation with Bernadette P. Resurrección, from @SEIclimate: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAssembly [Add Bernadette P. Resurrección Card]

>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: a conversation on “Gender and climate: how does climate change impacts gender equality?” with the Stockholm Environment Institute’s senior research fellow Bernadette P. Resurrección. GEFAssembly #GEFLive

5:30/6PM: How can The GEF foster innovation
Rosina Bierbaum, Chair, STAP

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: How can @theGEF foster innovation? An interview with Rosina Bierbaum, Chair of @STAPGEF: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAssembly [Add Rosina Bierbaum Card]

>> Facebook

Watch LIVE from #VietNam: How can The GEF foster innovation with the chair of STAP, Rosina Bierbaum. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

June 27

12:30/1PM: The power of cities to tackle climate change.
Ani Dasgupta, Global Director, WRI Ross Center

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: The power of cities to tackle #climatechange with @WRIRossCities global director @AniDasguptaWRI >> http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G @WorldResources #GEFAssembly #Cities4Climate [Add Ani Dasgupta Card]

>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: Do cities have the power to tackle climate change? Watch Ani Dasgupta, global director of WRI Ross Center. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive
1/1:30PM: Inclusive and sustainable urbanization for all
Maimunah Mohd Sharif, United Nations Under-Secretary-General and Executive Director, UN Habitat

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: how can we achieve inclusive and #sustainable urbanization for all, an interview with @MaimunahSharif @UNHABITAT

>> Facebook

Watch LIVE from #VietNam: Maimunah Mohd Sharif, United Nations Under-Secretary-General and Executive Director, UN Habitat, discussing the possibility of achieving inclusive and sustainable urbanization for all. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

1:30/ 2PM: Growing investments for sustainable oceans
Karin Kemper, Senior Director World Bank Environment and Natural Resources Global Practice

>> Twitter

. @kkemperwb @WorldBank is LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam to talk about how we can grow investments for #sustainable oceans. Watch: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAssembly #SaveOurOcean [Add Karin Kemper Card]

>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: Building investment for sustainable oceans, with Karin Kemper, Senior Director of the World Bank Environment and Natural Resources Global Practice. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

2/2:30PM: Governments at the forefront of climate action.
Michelle Bachelet, Former President of Chile

>> Twitter

Listen to @mbachelet, Former President of #Chile, highlight the important role governments can play in helping to transition to a sustainable and resilient planet, LIVE from #VietNan. #GEFLive #GEFAssembly → http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G [Add Michelle Bachelet Card]

>> Facebook
Listen to Former President of Chile, Michelle Bachelet, explain how governments can take the lead in the fight against climate change by encouraging climate action at all levels. LIVE from #VietNam at #GEFLive #GEFAssembly

3/3:30PM: How is the EBRD promoting green economies and mobilizing private investment?
Suma Chakrabarti, President, EBRD

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: @ebrdsuma discusses how the @EBRD is promoting green economies and mobilizing private investment: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAssembly [Add Suma Chakrabarti Card]

>> Facebook

Follow the conversation → How is the EBRD promoting green economies and mobilizing private investment? LIVE from #VietNam with the President of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Suma Chakrabarti. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

3:30/4PM: How can we foster development and climate change mitigation in countries affected by conflict?
Achim Steiner, Administrator, UNDP

>> Twitter

Watch @ASteiner @UNDP LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: How can we foster development and #climatechange mitigation in countries affected by conflict? http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAssembly [Add Achim Steiner Card]

>> Facebook

Achim Steiner, UNDP Administrator LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam to discuss “How can we foster development and climate change mitigation in countries affected by conflict?”. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

5/5:30PM: Who will feed the world? How to make agriculture an appealing sector for the youth?
Liza Leclerc, Senior Adaptation Specialist, IFAD

>> Twitter
LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: Liza Leclerc @IFADnews debates the subject “Who will feed the world? How to make #agriculture an appealing sector for the #youth?”


LIVE from #VietNam: “Who will feed the world? How to make agriculture an appealing sector for the youth?” with Liza Leclerc, IFAD’s Senior Adaptation Specialist

#GEFAsssembly #GEFLive

5:30/6PM: Opportunities in Africa: Rural development and adaptation to Climate change
Dr. Agnes Kalibata, President, AGRA

Dr. @Agnes_Kalibata @AGRAAlliance joins us at #GEFLive to tells about opportunities in #Africa → Rural development and climate change adaptation, LIVE from #VietNam. http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAsssembly [Add Agnes Kalibata Card]

TODAY from #GEFAsssembly in #VietNam, Dr. Agnes Kalibata, President of AGRA, will discuss the opportunities that arise when pursuing rural development and adapting to climate change in Africa. #GEFLive

June 28

8:30/9AM: Is it too late to save the Planet?
Dominic Waughray, Head of International Institutional Agenda, World Economic Forum - WEF

Is it too late to save the #Planet? @dwaughray @wef answers the question LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAsssembly [Add Dominic Waughray Card]

Is it too late to save the Planet? LIVE from #VietNam with the World Economic Forum’s Head of International Institutional Agenda, Dominic Waughray. #GEFAsssembly #GEFLive
9/9:30AM: **Circular Economy: public-private partnerships for positive change**  
Antonia Gawel, Head of Circular Economy Initiative, World Economic Forum

**Twitter**  
LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam >> Discussing “#CircularEconomy: public-private partnerships for positive change” with @Antoniagawel @wef. [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssembly #ClimateAction [Add Antonia Gawel Card]

**Facebook**  
LIVE from #VietNam: Antonia Gawel, from WEF: “Circular Economy: public-private partnerships for positive change” #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

9:30/10AM: **How can we achieve prosperity for all?**  
Jeremy Oppenheim, Founder and Managing Partner, SYSTEMIQ

**Twitter**  

**Facebook**  
LIVE from #VietNam: “How can we achieve prosperity for all?” Listen the founder and managing partner of SYSTEMIQ, Jeremy Oppenheim. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

10/10:30AM: **SDGs and the Paris Agreement: Can we achieve their goals by 2030?**  
Guido Schmidt-Traub, Executive Director UNSDSN

**Twitter**  
LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: #SDGs and #ParisAgreement? Can we achieve their goals by 2030? Listen the answers by @GSchmidtTraub from @UNSDSN here >> [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssembly [Add Guido Schmidt-Traub Card]

**Facebook**  
LIVE from #VietNam: SDGs and Paris Agreement? Can we achieve their goals by 2030? A conversation with Guido Schmidt-Traub, UNSDSN Executive Director. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive
10:30/11A: **Chemicals and climate change**
Christine Wellington-Moore, Programme Advisor Montreal Protocol Unit/Chemicals Asia-Pacific Regional Centre, UNDP

>> Twitter


>> Facebook

“Chemicals and climate change” >> LIVE from #VietNam with Christine Wellington-Moore, from UNDP. #GEFAssociation #GEFLive

11/11:30AM: **The 30X30 Forests, Food and Land Challenge**
Nik Sekhran, Chief Conservation Officer, WWF

>> Twitter


>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: “The 30X30 #Forests, #Food and Land Challenge” presented by WWF Chief Conservation Officer, Nik Sekhran. #GEFAssociation #GEFLive

12/12:30PM: **The GCF’s two new measures to reduce global emissions from deforestation and forest degradation**.
Howard Bamsey, Executive Director, Green Climate Fund

>> Twitter

LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: @hbamsey explains how @GCF_News is working to reduce global emissions from #deforestation and #forest degradation: [http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G](http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G) #GEFAssociation [Add Howard Bamsey Card]

>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: Measures to reduce global emissions from deforestation and forest degradation. Green Climate Fund’s executive director, Howard Bamsey, explains what the GCF is doing to achieve their goals. #GEFAssociation #GEFLive
1/1:30PM: How can we protect wildlife?
Brice Boehmer, Program Coordinator, Climate Governance Integrity Transparency International

>> Twitter
How can we protect #wildlife? LIVE interview with Brice Boehmer @anticorruption happening at the #GEFLive studio in #VietNam: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAssociation [Add Brice Boehmer Card]

>> Facebook
LIVE from #VietNam: How can we protect wildlife? An interview with Brice Boehmer, from the Climate Governance Integrity Transparency International. #GEFAssociation #GEFLive

2:30/3PM: How can we achieve sustainability and resilience for food security?
Eric Patrick, Adaptation Specialist, IFAD

>> Twitter
LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: Eric Patrick, @IFADnews debates how we can achieve sustainability and resilience for food security: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAssociation [Add Eric Patrick Card]

>> Facebook
LIVE from #VietNam: Listen to Eric Patrick, from IFAD debating how we can achieve sustainability and resilience for food security. #GEFAssociation #GEFLive

3/3:30PM: Management of chemicals and wastes for a better life
Rolph Payet, Executive Secretary, UN Basel, Stockholm and Rotterdam Conventions.

>> Twitter
LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam: @rolphpayet @brsmeas talks about the management of chemicals and wastes for a better life http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAssociation [Add Rolph Payet Card]

>> Facebook
LIVE from #VietNam: “Management of chemicals and wastes for better life” with UN Basel, Stockholm and Rotterdam Conventions Executive Secretary, Rolph Payet. #GEFAssociation #GEFLive
3:30/4PM: **What role can indigenous communities play in tackling climate change?**

Lucy Mullenkei, Chair, IPAG Kenya

>> Twitter

What role can indigenous communities play in tackling climate change? Join the discussion today >> LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam with @LMullenkei, @IIN_Kenya: #GEFAssembly [Add Lucy Mullenkei Card]

>> Facebook

Join us TODAY from #GEFLive in #VietNam to hear Lucy Mullenkei, Chair of IPAG in Kenya discuss the role that indigenous communities can play when tackling climate change: #GEFAsssembly

---

4:30/5PM: **The Planet is running out of time. How can we implement a circular economy today?**

Li Yong, Director-General, UNIDO

>> Twitter

The Planet is running out of time! How can we implement a #circulareconomy today? >> LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam with Li Yong, Director general @UNIDO: http://bit.ly/2zdUH9G #GEFAsssembly [Add Li Yong Card]

>> Facebook

LIVE from #VietNam: The Planet is running out of time! How can we implement a circular economy today? Watch Li Yong, Director general UNIDO. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive

---

5PM/5:30: **Gender: How to build a climate-resilient in Asia-Pacific?**

Anna-Karin Jatfors, Deputy Regional Director of UN Women Asia & Pacific

>> Twitter

What role can women play in building climate resiliency in Asia-Pacific? >> LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam with Anna-Karin Jatfors, Deputy Regional Director of @UNWomen in #Asia and #Pacific @AKUNWomen @UNwomenasia #GEFAssembly [Add Anna-Karin Jatfors Card]

>> Facebook

How can we include women in building a climate resilient world? Hear Anna-Karin Jatfors’ insight into Gender and climate resiliency in Asia-Pacific TODAY from #GEFLive
5:30/6PM: How can we protect indigenous communities from climate change?
Edith Bastidas, Community leader, Indigenous Peoples Fellow

>> Twitter

How can we protect #indigenous communities from #climatechange? Listen to Edith Bastidas, Indigenous Peoples Fellow, LIVE from #GEFLive in #VietNam:

>> Facebook

How can we protect indigenous communities from climate change? A conversation with Edith Bastidas, Indigenous Peoples Fellow LIVE from #VietNam. #GEFAssembly #GEFLive